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Offering quality manual search engine optimization (SEO) is imperative to the success of your
online presence and ranking on page 1. Automated SEO is not effective and you should always
trust your optimization to a professional company. Search engine optimization is the process of
improving the quantity and quality of traffic to a website. A local SEO company understands how
critical this part of Internet marketing is to the search engine results page (SERP) and can work with
clients to consistently rank on page 1.

SEO and Your Website

An effective website is not all glamor and pomp. While consumer impression and usability is useful
and important when a visitor finds to your site, if they are not finding your site, it is useless. A site
that is made to be appealing to search engines first will inevitably generate more traffic than even
the most attractive website. Keyword content and site URL are the first lines of recognition for
search engines. If you can create a site home URL that contains a keyword and location in your
name, then Google and other search engines will have a better idea of what your site is about and
how to better index your site. Better indexing of your site will result in better search engine results
and return for specific industry keywords.

Post titles and title tags should reflect keyword research done by a professional SEO company.
Determining what search terms you want to rank for will help a professional Internet marketing
company create content and internal links that match these title tags. Page content should be
readable and contain keywords and geo-targeted text. It is important your content be user friendly
but also search engine friendly. Being an authority in your industry will help you rank higher in the
SERP.

Quality SEO or Pay Per Click

Search Engine Marketing (SEM) often is limited because of the very nature of the bidding process
and cost of campaigns through Google AdWords and pay per click (PPC). Paid placement and
relevant advertising can yield inconsistent results as a consequence of new and higher bids on
chosen keywords.

The tangible benefit to quality, comprehensive SEM is high concentration and research into a clientâ€™s
keywords and exceptional SEO of the clientâ€™s website content. Content is king but content is found
through search. Quantity content without quality keywords will just be quantity.

A local search engine optimization company will do extensive research into a clientâ€™s industry and
the entry keywords for a client in their region. Local search results and geo-targeted city content set
local SEO experts apart from the competition.
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Places search optimization, Web Site Design, Online Marketing Strategies, a Search Engine
Marketing (SEM) and a Search Engine Optimization (SEO), Pay Per Click (PPC), and Online
Reputation Management. Advice Interactive Group can help with local search, local directory
submission, Google+ Business Pages and a Internet Marketing. Call 214-310-1365 for more
information on how to improve local business search results and online presence now.
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